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Several microscopic properties of the f lux- l ine
la t t i ce (FLL) in three separate single crystals of
V3Si have been investigated by means of small-angle
neutron d i f f rac t ion. Those low-field FLL charac-
terizations have been correlated with the following
material and superconducting properties: (A) The real
crystal symmetry parallel to the applied rnagnetic
f i e l d ; (B) The micro-structure as determined by TEM;
(C) Magnetic i r revers ib i l i t ies in the mixed state;
(D) Reversible f lux- l ine notion in ac response;
(E) Martensitic Structural transformation observed by
X-ray d i f f rac t ion. The three samples, V3S1-MP3, -MP4,
and -NP& possnssed different defect structures, and
th is was manifested fort-iost in the FLL perfection.
At low f ie ld (B<0.2 T) and T=4.S5 K, only KP3, which
is free of second-phose precipitates, showed a highly
resolved FLL. Sample !"'5 contains a lov: density of
small (?00 A) coherent precipitates, and revealed
well-defined FLL Bragg peaks for BJ0-.5 T, but a
highly mosaic, nearly polycrystailine FLL at lower
f i e lds . Sample MP4 contained large (500-1000 A*) inco-
herent precipitates, and showed only a polycrystal l ine
FLL at low" f i o l d . In both MP3 and NP5, d ist inct ani-
sotropic correlations were observed between the FLL
morphology and the real-crystal direction along the
applied f i e l d . The FLL perfection was strongly depen-
dent or, the growth history. The peal; width history
dependence for two different scattering geometries
can b^ qual i tat ively modeled by proposed flux-pinning
mechanise. Quantitative comparisons with c r i t i ca l
current ;rjasurcir,ents, luniover, are not to ta l l y

Introduction

Of the high-Tc A-15 superconductors, \f3Si has
served as the prototype system for properties deter-
minations, on both the experimental and theoretical
fronts.1- The relative ease with which large, single
crystals of this rra'.erial can be fabricated has
greatly fac i l i ta ted i ts detailed experimental charac-
ter ; rat ion. Wo .xiantly reported preliminary results
o-f s-nal'-angle neutron diffractions studies that pro-
viced the f i r s t direct observation of a well-defined
flu>.-linc la t t ice (FLL) in the mixed state of a V3Si
crys ta l . ? These investigations have been extended to
three separate single-crystal samples of V3Si having
dif ferent microstructures. In the following we report
these results and the extent to which they can be
correlated with measured bulk mixed state properties,
and with theoretical model descriptions of the
equilibrium and non-equilibrturc FLL.

Experiment

Senple Preparation and Characteri zation

The thrte V3Si single crystals were prepared by
»rc-melting several times in a water-cooled si lver
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boat the stoichiometric ratios of V and .Si powders.
The polycrystall ine b i l le ts were then RF zone-melted,
up to four passes, under one atmosphere of purified
argon. V35i-MP3 and -HP5 are <100> axis rods about
7 m diameter, with HP5 having been seeded from a
length of MP3. V3Si-MP4 is a 4 urn diameter rod,
approximately 16° off a <100> axis. Slices from each
sample ware prepared for the associated dc suscep-
t i b i l i t y , ac response, res i s t i v i t y , X-ray, and TEM
investigations. The X-ray di f f ract ion studies of the
temperature-dependent (200) Debye-l-.'al ler factor
revealed that both KP3 arid HP5 undergo an abrupt la t -
t ice t ransi t ion at about T=21 K, indicative of the
martensit ic- l ike cubic-to-ietregonal structural trans-
formation. Although KP4 did not undergo this X-ray
analysis, i ts relat ively low resi Jual resistance ratio
RRR=R(300 K)/R(20 K)=10 v.'ould imply no such transfor-
mation is l i ke ly . On the other hand, such a transfor-
mation is expected in MP3 and MP5, which both have a
RRR- 30.

The TEK investigations of al l three samples
showed KP3 to be essentially free of second phase pre-
c ip i ta tes. MP5 possessed a low density of rather
clustered, coherent precipitates about ZOO A diemeter.
However, MP4 had rather large ,,'500-1000 R) incoherent
precipitates, and accompanying stacking faults and
dislocations. These la t ter precipitates are probably
oxides formed during zoning in a s l ight ly a i r -
contaminated argon atmosphere.

Neutron Scattering Measurements

The studies were conducted at the Oik Ridge
National Laboratory High Flux Isotope Reactor, using
two separate instruments—the 30-meter long f l igh t
path machine (30 m SAKS), and the double-perfect
crystal instrument (DCS/i!iS). These devices cover
dif ferent intensity-resolution regimes, so providing
complementary information; the machines have been
described elsewhere.3'^ Er ief ly , we point out that
Bragg scattering from the la t t ice planes of the FLL
can occur for two different experimental geometries:
( i ) The applied magnetic f i e ld is vertical" and ortho-
gonal to the incident (horizontal) neutron beam,
( i i ) The applied f i e ld is horizontal and nearly
paral lel to the neutron beam. In geometry ( i ) , the
width of the so-called rocking curve peaks ( i . e . the
scattered intensiiy of a given Bragg reflection vs a
physical rotation of the sample about a vertical axis)
yields a determination of the FLL mosaic d is t r ibut ion.
In geometry ( i i ) , the rocking curve peak widths
measure the degree of correlated bending of the f lux-
l i nes , which may occur near to flux-pinning defects.
Roughly speaking, peak-saearing in geometry ( i ) is sen-
s i t i ve to the FLL elastic shear modulus Cgg, while in
( i i ) i t is also sensitive to the t i l t modulus C44.
Alternat ively, ( i ) and ( i i ) may reflect the range of
coherence within the FLL transverse to and *long the
f lux l ines, respectively. In either geometry, the
total integrated intensity within the peaks of various
order reflections provides the form factor of the FLL
microscopic f ie ld .2 Of course, the symmetry and
orientation of the Bragg spots in reciprocal space are
sin.ply related to the FLl morphology.

The FLL were qrown in one of two ways: in a
fixed applied magnetic f i e l d , the sample' temperature



wss decreased from above Tc to a controlled value T
. (T=4.85 K for most of the results reported here), or,

with the sample in a virgin state, the applied field
: was increased from zero to some fixed value Ha at
. constant temperature- ( I t was not possible to grow
; the FLL in the third possible history—decreasing the
. field from above HC2~due to the limited capability of
: the split coll superconducting magnets.) This was •

done for several applied field values between 6.0 mT
, tnd 1.05 T with Ha parallel to a <110> crystalline
! axis, and for H parallel to several different crystal
: orientations between a <110> and <001> in a (110)

plane, at fixed Ha*0.4. T.

Electromagnetic Mixed 'State Properties Measurements

The dc magnetization uo^ and a c response were
measured on small pieces (parallelepipeds, typically
1 mm X 1 mm X 5 mm) cut from the scattering samples.
From the field-dependent hysteresis in y0M, we
extracted critical current densities Jc and force den-
sities Fc, up to B=8.0 T. From the ac permeability,

. obtained by phase-analyzing the sample-generated pick-
1 up voltage when a small ac magnetic field is super-
. posed on the dc f ield, one can also deduce J c , as well

as the extent of reversible motion of the flux-lines
within the potential wells of the pinning sites.5

Although the field range of the bulk measurements
greatly exceeds that possible in the neutron scat-
tering studies, there does exist reasonable overlap at
low fields. Moreover, the extrapolated trends from
the different types of experiments can help provide
insight into obtaining a consolidated picture of the
FLL properties. .

Resets

Intrinsic FLL Morphology I

With the applied field parallel to » <110> •
crystal axis, the FLL in V3Si-MP3 was observed to be a
well-defined, single crystal throughout the field
range obtainable in these experiments, B-6.0 mT to ;
1.05 T. The FLL mosaic spread was found to decrease
weakly with applied field intensity, but did not
exceed 3° even at the lowest f ield. This is rather
remarkable since B=6.0 mT corresponds to an FLL cell
parameter a0 = 6500 A, roughly six times the measured
single-vortex penetration depth A.^ Since V$Si behaves
as a London superconductor in this field regime, the
flux-line interaction and shear modulus C^ are
vanishing as exp (-ao /x). If the pinning forces due
to defects can produce local shear stresses exceeding

''•Cgg/e, the FLL should plastically deform, resulting
in a polycrystalline, or amorphous structure. On this
premise we make a simple estimate of the maximum cr i - ;
t ical current Jc that could be compatible with a '.
singlt crystal FLL in this low-field regime. An upper
H « U for C66 1s given by,6 i

C 6 6 - _Hc2L i - (1) ;

9K* j
Under the influence of an external force (e.g. a !
transport current) the FLL experiences an average
force density F, balanced by the pinning forces.
Inevitably, some parts of the FLL will be pinned down
•ore strongly than others, »nd the shear stress be-
tween two such regimes cm be represented by Fa, where
a is some characteristic length, typically seme number

JLof FLL spacings_a0, a.«Na0. „._ ___ E :

Then, the FLL shears plastically when, from (1)

FHa0 = JB Ka0 * Hc2 B .

48

At the critical state J = J c , so that

(2)

48 K
c H a0

provides an expression for the maximum Jc consistent
with a undeformed FLL. For V^Si at J=A.85 K, p0

Hc2 -
17.6 T and K =- 20. Then for B=6 mT (Eq. 2) yields
Jr= 1 X 109 A/m?. The measured critical current is

, in excess of 10" A/m^, as inferred from the mixed
state dc susceptibility, and thus is not inconsistent
with the above estimate and the observation of a well-
defined FLL at 6.0 mT. However, as mentioned above,
the TEK analysis revealed that KP3 is essentially
defect-free, a fact that must be reconciled with the
observed irreversibilties. This discrepancy might be
explained i f the sample contained widely spaced,

, strongly-pinning extended defects, such that the FLL
: is heavily distorted only in a relatively small total
• volume, leaving the bulk of the homogeneous matrix

with an intrinsic, well-defined FLL. On the other
hand, KP5 possessed dilute clusters of 200 A coherent
precipitates, probably ¥5-813, and for flux densities
below 1,0.5 T showed a progressively more disordered
FLL (larger mosaic) with decreasing f ield. In both
Mr? and MP5, however, the FLL morphology displayed the
SE-,ie anisotropic correlations with the real crystal.
Moreover, the measured Jc"s of the two samples were
c(y,w arable. A plausible *nd consistent picture of
•Ms behavior would require the extended defects to be

'• common to both samples, and responsible for most of
! the flux pinning. The small defects within the matrix
i of V3S1-HP5 would then account for the disorder in the
FLL at low f ie ld, In accordance with the weakening of

• C££. Obvious candidates for the extended defects are
! the damain walls between regions of structurally
transformed V3S1, since their presence only at low
temperature would preclude detection by the (room
temperature) TEM studies.

On this basis., we regard the observed anisotropies
as intrinsic, equilibrium features of the FLL in V3S1.
An illustrative example of the measured real crystal
FLL correlations is given in Figs. 1 (a) and 1 (b).
These are contours of the scattered intensity falling
on the two-dimensional position-sensitive detector of
30-m SANS, for the case H, - 0.4 T and T - 4.85 K in
V3S1-MP3. The applied f ie ld is horizontal (geometry
( i i ) described above) and parallel to a crystal <110>
in Fig. I (a ) , and parallel to a <100> in Fig. 1 (b).
Of course, this is a reciprocal-space representation
of the f irst order Bragg spots, but a rotation of the

, Fig. by 90* provides an actual picture of the near-
>. neighbors in the real space FLL. (This rotation has
• been pre-supposed in the positioning of the reference
.axes on the figures.) I t can be seen it: Fig. 1 (a)
[that the FLL unit half-cell is an isoseles triangle
: (leg/base = 0.98) with the Use parallel to a real
crystal <100>. We found as the applied field was
progressively aligned along crystal directions between
a [1101 and a [100] in a (OO1) plane, the Bragg spots
f irst smeared, and then spl i t , indicating the evolu-
tion into two different tjrpes of FLL domains as
applied f i e ld direction nears a four-fold axis. These
two domains *n denoted la Fig. 1 (b). In this case.



the FLL symmetry within the co-existing domains is
Identical, but they are oriented 90° apart, with the
Isosceles half-cell bases along <110> directions. We
point out that i t is impossible to deduce how many FLL
domains are present, rather that only two distinct
types contribute to the intensity. I

Fig. 1 . The FLL morphology for a horizontal magnetic
field Ha • 0.4 T applied (a) parallel to a crystal j
latt ice [110], and (b) parallel to a [100]. The spot*
may be regarded as FLL first-neighbors. In (b) the
spots aredue to two types of co-existing FLL domains,
having Identical symmetry but oriented 90* apart.

Several "tneoffes have been formulated to extract the
FLL structure from various contributions to eniso- !
tropy in"the mixed state free energy.? We pointed j
out previously that none of these provides a comple-
tely satisfactory description for Y3SI.2 This j
conclusion is reinforced by our recent measurements of j
1 peculiar field-dependence In the FLL symmetry. (A |

field-dependent symraetry 1s not an apparent feature
of any current theoretical model). This effect 1s
shown in Fig. 2, where we have represented the FLL
symmetry by the leg-to-base ratios of the triangular

; half -cel l , for the case where Ha parallel to <110> at
j T « 4.85 K, and for V3Si-HP3.
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Fig. 2. The leg-to-base ratios of the FLL unit half-
cell as a function of flux density B. The data are
for Ha parallel to <110> at T « 4.85 K 1n V3Si-HP3.

! As symmetry considerations dictate, the FLL half-cell
11s Isosceles throughout. At B * 0.1 T the FLL is
hexagonal, but at a field-dependent crossover point.

'For B > 0.1 T the FLL half-cell leg-to-base ratio is
'less than unity and linearly decreasing with the flux
density as b/a « c/a « 1.006 - 0.07B. Below 0.1 T, the
leg-to-base ratio peaks near B = 20 mT, and the FLL
symmetry again approaches hexagonal at very low field
(B * 6.OmT). (We note that these measurements can be

.made very accurately using the high-resolution of
DC SANS. For completeness, we have included in Fig. 2
the less precise 30-m SANS results as well.)

From these results, i t is apparent that strong
anisotropic correlations exist between the FLL and the
real crystal in V3S1, but a fundamental understanding

'of this phenomenon remains largely unresolved.
; Rigorous ;se of the most realistic theories requires '•
complicated Feraii surface averages of higher moments
of the Fermi velocity. The recent advances in band
theory r«ay now render this type of analysis feasible,

1 in principle. :

Won-equiHbrium £ffects

I j As Mentioned above, the perfection of the FLL 1s
j sample dependent, and correlated qualitatively with
i the observed microstructure. In addition, i t depends
I on the FLL growth history, and Is reflected in the
, i rocking curve peak widths in both experimental

•geometries (1) and (11). described above. These
phenomena are, of course, non-equilibrium effects fee



to pinning of-the flux lines by material defects. Here
we present experimental results of (10) peak rocking-j
curve widths A$VS flux density in geometry ( i i ) , '
which is sensitive to flux line t i l t or bending from i
the mean direction, or to the longitudinal extent of !
coherence in the FLL. We compare these results with I
those obtained by various flux-pinning models. j

The data are shown in Fig. 3 for the two different
FLL growth histories described above: decreased- i
temperature and increased-field, and for the two sam-i
pies V3Si-MP3 and -MP5. Note that for the decreased-:
temperature history, both samples have comparable '•
widths, though a slightly different field-dependence,,
within the statistical experimental error. On
increased-field history the &<}iare dramatically larger
and more sample-dependent, both in their magnitude and
field-dependence. The curves are predicted peak-width
field-dependences according to the models discussed in
the following.

Iff4:
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Fig. 3. The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) A* of |
the (10) reflection rocking curves taken in the hori-
zontal field geometry. The data are for Ha parallel ,
to <110> at T = 4.85 K, with the FLL grown in the two
different ways described in the text. Experimental
errors in the A<J> l ie within the symbol size unless j
explicitly represented.

Pinning a
rn to the

We
return to the proposed picture whereby the FLL 1s
pinned only in the immediate vicinity of martensitic
domain boundaries, leaving a large volume of re lat i -
vely undeformed FLL within the domains. In this case,'
the deformation at the domain vails destroys the FLL
coherence, resulting in a longitudinal coherence
length given approximately by the tetragonal domain
size L ( i .e . the FLL within different domains scatter
as independent entities}. This effect leads to a
broadening of the Bragg peak rocking-curves given by

1 reflection, fyofA"!) « 0.0148 E(T)1 /2 , where the
: numeric factor is for a hexagonal FLL. Then the
expected peak widths are given by,

! A*(deg) = 2.4 X 10-6B"l/Z/L (3)

where K is the scattering vector and I Is • unit We- j
tor along the axis of rotation for the rocking-curve. i
Due to flux quantization, for a f irst order

; The solid curve of Fig. 3 illustrates this dependence
for L * 19M, a value in reasonable agreement with
observed domain twin-boundary separations.8 For the
decreased-temperature growth history, this curve pro-

vides a good representation of the V3Si-MP5 data,
while for MP3, a better f i t is obtained by a B-l
field-dependence. It will be seen in the following,
however, that this latter behavior does not emerge
from any of the pinning iwdel s considered.

Eq. (3) also appears to approximately depict the
increased-field KP3 peaks widths i f one chooses

|L = 0.34u, illustrated by the dashed curve in Fig. 3.
Apparently, the large disparity in L required for the
two histories is not easily accomodated by the picture
of domain wall pinning. For the increased-field
history, however, the flux-lines must move past the
pinning-sites, as they enter the bulk after having
nucleated at the sample surface. This establishes a

icritical state configuration, in which one might ima-
'gine bowing of the FLL within the matrix between
:domain walls. Such FLL bending is not as likely to
:occur in the decreased temperature history, since the
;FLL is nucleated, essentially in place, at
iHc2(T) » Ha as the sample is cooled in the applied
;field Ha. Assuming a mean domain size L = 19w,
!obtained from the decreased temperature data, the
maximum FLL distortion u required to provide the
extra, bending contribution to h<& can be estimated by
u = A$ L. For the observed &4 = 10°, this implies

iu = 3y, amounting to several FLL spacings a,,. This
large distortion turns out to be inconsistent with ac

ipermeability measurements vade on the smaller samples.
(The minimum ac permeability yields the effective
penetration depth, >' , of the applied ac ripple field '

jinto the sample.5 Then. * ' is related the maximum
reversible displacement, d , that can occur before the
FLL becomes unpinned. This is given by

d « ^ A>ZJC/B. (4)

Measurements of these parameters at B=1.OT yield
d/a0 < 0.1 for all these samples. Thus, the ac
results indicate that the FLL distortions in the cr i -
tical state are far too small to account for any addi-
tional peak width due to FLL bowing between martensitic
domain walls. We conclude, then, that the present
model is qualitatively consistent with the TEM obser- :
vations, but unable to account for the history depen-
dence of the peak widths, or to withstand a
quantitative comparison with the independent, electro-
magnetic measurements. .

Pinning b£ Point Defects. Recently, refinements
in the statistical summation theory of elementary
pinning forces have shown that arrays of weak-pinning
defects can collectively result in significant c r i t i -
cal currents, even when the so-called "threshold-
criterion" is not satisfied^.10 An emerging feature
of this theory is the existence of quasi-coherent
bundles of FLL, having short-range order within but,
due to long-range distortions, lacking coherence with
neighboring bundles. Uith the possible exception of

(sample MP4, the present samples are unlikely to
possess defects exceeding the threshold pinning
strength. Therefore, Me compare now the peak widths
of Fig. 3 with results obtained from predicted FLL
bundle lengths.



The longitudinal FLL coherence length has been ,
obtained by Larkin and Ovchinnikov,^ and, indepen- •
dently, by Kerchner. M-' It is given by I

', « A ao2 C66 C44/np2, (5)|

where n is the density of defects having elementary !

pinning force p, and the constant A is somewhat dif- ,
ferent for the two approaches. Since we presently '
have no reliable way of estimating p (or even evidence,
of a non-zero n for V3Si-MP3), we will make no effort i
to calculate the absolute magnitude of L from f irst <
principles (however, below we make a self-consistency
calculation from the measured critical current).
Using the field-dependences of the FLL elastic- '•
moduli,6 we obtain from Fig. (5) a peak-width f ield- ;

dependence A*• B-5/2. The dot-dash curve 1n Fig. 3
represents this behavior, and i t is seen to approxi-
mate the data for V3S1-MP5 in the Increased-field
growth-history, . - :

1

As mentioned above, within the context of the
collective theory, an absolute calculation of L can be
obtained from the measured J c . From ref. 10,

0.34 (6),

iwhere b = B/poHcj and £ is the superconducting
coherence length. At B=1.0T, Jc = 108A/mz, and Eq. :
(6) yields a FLL coherence length which results in an •
expected peak width A <f> =12° - somewhat larger, but In1

the range of observations for increased-field history
A*. Unfortunately, we were unable to perform ac
measurements in the decreased-temperature history, and
so cannot ascertain whether the large hi story-effect
In A<|> is also present in J c . Within the validity of
the collective pinning theory, however, the decreased-,
temperature peak widths would imply a corresponding :
order-of-magnitude reduction in J c . In fact, the J c -
data obtained when the applied field was decreased
from 6.0T never deviated by more than 30% from the
Increased-field values.

We summarize this section by asserting that
apparently no comprehensive description of the peak-
broadening can be provided by any one model of the
flux-pinning mechanism. When the FLL is grown by
decreasing the sample temperature from above Tc, (a
non-critical state situation) both V3Si-MP3 and -MP5
display comparable peak widths that are in reason-
able accord with the picture of a coherent FLL only
within martensitic domains. When the FLL is grown in
Increased-applied field (in the critical state), the
peak widths are sample-dependent. In this case,
V3Si-MP5 appears in approximate accord with the theory
of collective pinning by weak point-pins (possibly the
observed coherent precipitates). V3Si-MP3 retains the
expected field-dependence of pinning by extended
defects, but an explanation of the additional magni-
tude of A<t> in terms of FLL bowing Is Inconsistent with
the ac response measurements. Further Investigations
In systems of simpler, more controlled defect-
structures appear warranted.-—- - . •• ' ~

._. — Conclusion __.

loth equilibrium and irreversible properties of
the FLL In single crystal V3SI have been Investigated
by small-angle neutron scattering. Some features of
the anisotropic correlations found to exist between
the FLL morphology and the real crystal symmetry
remain unexplained. Theoretical models of flux-
pinning are 1n qualitative accord with the observed

peak broadening and with bulk irreversibilities,
although a quantitative explanation of these and of
FLL growth-history effects remains unresolved.
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